


A convenonal air cooled heat pump uses 
the ambient air for the evaporaon process 
and during the Winter this air can reach 
temperatures of -10°C, -15°C or even -20°C. 
Extracng heat from the ambient air is an 
inefficient process. In comparison, max.e 
uses the uses the extract air from within the room. 
Under normal condions, this air ranges in 
temperatures between 20-24°C. Primarily, 
65-80% of the heat is recovered in the rotary /
plate heat exchanger and then at a temperature 
between 1-6°C, the air enters the evaporator 
of the heat pump, thus recovering the 
remaining 20-35%.remaining 20-35%.

Using this method, we achieve a COPsystem 
of 10 and avoid frost formaon on the 
evaporator (which commonly occurs in all 
convenonal heat pumps)

The                                is an autonomous 
module, heat recovery venlaon unit 
containing an implemented heat pump, 
automaon, and a control system.
The                               e-conomizer with 
2 stage thermodynamic heat recovery 
ttechnology recovers up to 100% of the 

CONCEPT

Achieving a comfortable microclimate is
directly related to the presence of quality
venlaon. Unfortunately, it has been
proven that a significant part of the energy
consumed within buildings is lost when
using poor venlaon systems. This fact
produproduces financial consequences for the
users and contributes to polluon of the
environment.

Theorecal research and standard pracces
show that reducing energy costs and increasing 
the efficiency of a venlaon system could 
easily be achieved by re-using the warmth 
contained in the extract air within a room. 

This is where   MINI 
soluon besoluon becomes important.



WORKING PRINCIPLE APPLICATIONS
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Funconality of the Air Handling Unit (AHU)

The         Unit is Designed to Treat Fresh Air





More space for installaon

Higher BMS costs - 2 or more systems needed

Higher installed power – higher costs for wiring

Common automaon and controlling systems

Extra labor

Pumps for water systems

Pipes, fastenings, insulaon, etc.

Boiler for the water systems - only used for very low outside temp.

Air cooled heat pump mounted outside

AHU with DX / water secon

Heat recovery
venlaon unit
with integrated
heat pump,
automaon
and control
ssystem

CAPITAL COST COMPARISON

ADVANTAGES





*These figures are representave and may vary based on customer specificaons, used components and factory improvements.
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